SSM Release Notes

Changes on v1.60.5 (2017-11-08)

NEW FEATURES

- N/A

IMPROVEMENTS

- Support NVR Multi profile with SVP Protocol.

BUG FIXES

- [VOC] Fixed an issue that if Recording Server late connected with iSCSI, It can not be searched record data.
- [VOC] Fixed an issue that Media Gateway was abnormal terminated, while using Defog function.
- HA supports that file transfer retry automatically when it was failed during HA failback.
- HA supports failover/failback in environment with two network cards bundled with teaming.
- [VOC] Fixed an issue that the network card is inactivated when the PC is rebooted during running the HA.

KNOWN ISSUES

- SSM display POS event incorrect, when received EPOS1 device occur display EPOS2 device name.(this problem occurred in XRN-810S and it is not supported device in SSM 1.60.5)
- When you launch a Instant viewer through selected most recently displayed POS event, Instant viewer does not display receipt.
- After change the Live viewer window size to maximum, if back to that of normal size Live viewer, it does not restore original size(this problem occurred only in Windows 10.)
Changes on v1.60.4 (2017-09-29)

NEW FEATURES

- SSM TS 1.60.4 integrate with Honeywell WinPAK 4.4
- Support new camera product (PNM-9080)

IMPROVEMENTS

- Improve performance of using Cuda Decoder
- Improve Recording Server performance

BUG FIXES

- [VOC] Fixed an issue that System Manager services randomly go into "Starting" mode
- [VOC] Fixed an issue that Console could not configure the event pop up location.
- [VOC] Fixed an issue that IV Rules display incorrected position.
- [VOC] Fixed an issue that Configuration Manager was Crashed, if it started in PC without VGA.
- [VOC] Fixed an issue that Console could not 3 Axis PTZ control with SPC-7000.
- [VOC] Fixed an issue that VMG could not login into System Manager.
- [VOC] Fixed an issue that VMG was abnormal terminated, while operate Monitor Spot or Tile spot.
- [VOC] Fixed an issue that VMM could not connect VMG.
- [VOC] Fixed an issue that HA could not managed System status correctly.
- [VOC] Fixed an issue that RS could not send a video, despite it has timeline.
- [VOC] Fixed an issue that SSM could not display video with incorrect time.
- [VOC] Fixed an issue that RS was abnormal terminated, while playback.
KNOWN ISSUES

- If use a camera with SUNAPI 2.2.1, It may will be receive late TALK response. If you want to use TALK function with SUNAPI cameras, Please use a camera with above SUNAPI 2.3.0